The world’s first‐ever

Commonwealth Pianorama
European Première
The Princess Alexandra Hall, Royal Over‐Seas League
Sunday January 24th 2010 at 3 p.m.
The Commonwealth PIANORAMA received a successful World Première during
celebrations linked to CHOGM at the University of Trinidad and Tobago on November 24th
2009
Exactly two months later we were delighted and grateful to have the opportunity to
present the European Première at the ROSL’s beautiful Princess Alexandra Hall.
On Sunday January 24th, nine talented pianists
arrived early at the Royal Over‐Seas League to
try out their fine Steinway Concert Grand piano
in the hall and prepare for the event.
The pianists represented a lot of different
countries – not just Commonwealth ones!
Teo Gheorghiu from Switzerland, Deanna Lye
from Singapore, Nicholas Oliver, Kit Downes,
Sean Jackson and Tyler Hay from the UK,
Alexandra Gracheva from Russia, Júlia Hámos
from Hungary/USA and Men Gei Li from
China/UK performed the 53 one‐minute pieces.

The Royal Over‐Seas League
Roderick Lakin MBE, the ROSL’s enterprising and supportive Director of Arts and Alison
Cox, Founder and Musical Director of The Commonwealth Resounds! discussed and
planned the PIANORAMA performance as a follow‐on from the World Première in
Trinidad. It was agreed that the ROSL’s Princess Alexandra Hall was an ideal venue for
such a fascinating, culturally diverse event, which was also something of an experiment
for Alison Cox and the team of international pianists who helped create it.

A significant number of the composers who had written pieces for the PIANORAMA were
present in the UK at the time and wanted to come and hear their pieces. Some of them
arrived early to discuss a few details with the pianists who were playing them.

Composer discussing her piano piece
for Nigeria with the pianist

Young composer listening
to his piece for Lesotho

A few amendments had been made to the PIANORAMA by Alison Cox and the pianists
since the World premiere in November. There had been much discussion about the order
of the pieces; whether to put them in groups according to their geographical proximity to
one another – or according to the musical characteristics of each piece – or in alphabetical
order etc. etc. In the end, each pianist chose between 3 and 8 of the 53 pieces and
arranged them into a mini recital programme. This proved an ideal solution, and cut down
on excessive applause and movement on and off stage between items which had affected
the pace of the Trinidad performances somewhat.

Kit Downes with Alison Cox
making some last‐minute adjustments

Young pianist rehearsing
pieces from Uganda and Nauru

Everyone was surprised and delighted to hear that three distinguished international
composers – Clarel Betsy, Charalambos Sophocleous and Alexander Johnson planned to
come from overseas to attend the European Premiere. Clarel came from Mauritius via
Paris, Charalambos came from Cyprus and Alexander came from South Africa.
Alison Cox prepared some publicity material about these three composers which was
distributed to members of the audience with the programme. They were invited to speak
before their pieces during the performance and everyone was eager to meet them
afterwards in the reception. As well as these composers who travelled from abroad there
were other composers present as well who were already living and working in the UK.

Composers - Clarel Betsy from Mauritius and
Charalambos Sophocleous from Cyprus

Dr Alexander Johnson
from South Africa

To accompany the performance, Alison had prepared an elaborate colourful powerpoint
presentation, showing information about each piece, images from the different countries
and in many cases, images of the composers themselves.

A substantial audience turned up for the performance in the Princess Alexandra Hall. They
were welcomed by Roderick Lakin who then handed over to Alison Cox. Alison explained
the background to the project and how the 53 pieces had been commissioned.

The audience take their seats

Alison Cox

THE PIANORAMA PROGRAMME – front and back

Nicholas Oliver, Joint Head of Accompaniment at Chetham’s School of Music, who has
worked closely at all times with Alison helping develop the PIANORAMA, was the first to
play. He introduced a delightful group of pieces from Malaysia, Cyprus, Tanzania and
Brunei Darussalam. Timang Burung , the piece by the celebrated Malaysian composer Yii
Kah Hoe has been publicised widely in the composer’s home country. Dr Imani Sanga who
composed the piece for Tanzania is a Senior Lecturer in Music in the Department of Fine
and Performing Arts at the University of Dar es Salaam.

Three PIANORAMA Composers

Dr Imani Sanga from Tanzania

Yii Kah Hoe from Malaysia Christopher Khang Kyeong
Hun from Brunei
After this, Men Gei Li from The Purcell School performed piano pieces from Singapore,
Mozambique, Lesotho and Tuvalu. It was significant that Deanna Lye, from Singapore who
had composed the first of these four pieces was present as one of the nine pianists
performing later in the programme. The other three pieces performed by Men Gei were
written by young composers commissioned by Alison Cox to help ‘fill the gaps’ from the
countries where it had been difficult to secure indigenous composers. The exercise proved
a fascinating one for the young people involved who had to study the music and culture of
each country carefully and consider how to respond creatively using the piano.

Young composers in the audience

In particular, Alison is grateful to the excellent composition students and tutors from the
Royal College of Music, the Royal Northern College of Music and the Purcell School.
Between them they produced a number of unusual yet beautiful, carefully‐researched
miniature pieces for the event. These were a fine complement to the pieces sent to us
from all over the world by indigenous composers from other countries.

Clarel Betsy introducing his piano piece Mo Amelie representing Mauritius
Sean Jackson was next to perform in the event. He played five pieces from Botswana,
Belize, Mauritius, Malta and Samoa. The piece from Mauritius, Mo Amelie, was eloquently
introduced by its composer, Clarel Betsy. The piece from Botswana by Kristina Arakelyan
contained some beautiful texures reminiscent of the country’s choral singing, and the
Samoan piece, composed by Lucie Treacher required the pianist to chant and beat
rhythms upon the body of the piano! Sean’s performance of this piece in particular was
much enjoyed by the audience.
Deanna Lye gave a beautiful rendering of the pieces from Namibia and the Seychelles,
followed by the talented RAM pianist Júlia Hámos, who tackled Papua New Guinea, Tonga
and Vanuatu with great understanding and skill. The youngest pianist, Alexandra
Gracheva from Russia aged just 15, gave a spectacularly accomplished performance of
pieces from Sierra Leone, Swaziland and The Gambia
The first half of the programme ended with the celebrated young Swiss pianist Teo
Gheorghiu performing Kurukshetra, Narotam Horn’s challenging piece representing India.

An extract from one of the piano pieces

During the first half of the programme, several pieces were composed by James Albany
Hoyle and Quim Badia Arumi. These two young first‐study composers, along with Lucie
Treacher and Michael Hope from The Purcell School helped enormously at the last minute
by running a composition marathon and mopping up the last few missing pieces. They all
greatly enjoyed the challenge and did a fantastic job!

There was a short interval, and then the second half of the programme – slightly shorter
than the first half, containing some really fascinating music.
Kit Downes introduced the second half,
and played pieces from Jamaica, Ghana,
the Bahamas, Bangladesh, and St Kitts
and Nevis, which he composed himself!
Kit is one of the UK’s most talented and
exciting young jazz pianist‐composers,
and several of the pieces in this group
had an improvisatory element to them,
which he responded to with great skill
and sensitivity.
The picture opposite shows Kit Downes
with Júlia Hámos at the cream tea
reception after the performance.

After Kit had performed, most of the other pianists played the second parts of their recital
programmes, containing many more short pieces. Dr George Roberts from Antigua and
Barbuda delighted several people in the audience with his piece ‘I’m on Fire for Jesus’,
whilst Sri Lanka’s piece was composed by the 12‐year‐old Jasmine Paterson, YMC’s Young
Composer of the Year. Alexander Johnson’s wonderfully dynamic Miniature Incantation
from South Africa was yet another highlight, as was the quirky Island Waltz by Australia’s
Luke Styles, containing a distorted yet distinctly recognisable version of Waltzing Matilda!

Luke Styles (Australia)

Rachel Lockwood (Bahamas)

Steven Jackson (Vanuatu)

Christopher Bowman and Michael Hope are both very young composers who wrote
impressive pieces for Camroon and Malawi. In Michael’s accomplished piece, he used the
piano to create melodic ideas and rhythmic patterns from his study of music from Malawi,
Christopher, whilst writing his piece, created a very personal vision of Cameroon, using
piano clusters to evoke the sound of drums.

It was a particular privilege to be able to hear a group of pieces by outstanding young
professional composers studying at the RCM and RNCM. As well as those pictured above I
must mention Tom Harrold and his enjoyably fiendish piece for Barbados Whaloss!
(meaning Oh My Goodness! In Bajan) and Jamie Man with Opus 64 no 4, a more‐than‐
challenging minute’s worth of music for Dominica!
From the Maldives, Shamun
Hameed’s beautiful and intensely
moving short piano piece Paradise
Drowning made a real impression,
especially upon the younger
composers and pianists sitting in
the audience.
From Shamun’s programme note
‘….Coastal zones were eroded, and
the tsunami’s waves spread solid
waste around the islands.
Groundwater supplies were badly
contaminated further compromising
an already fragile drinking water
supply system. Inundated with
seawater, vegetation and crops
crucial to the islanders were badly
damaged or destroyed.’
‘My piece is dedicated to the people,
still suffering, in the Maldives.’
Paradise Drowning was performed
expressively by Júlia Hámos

Shamunn Hameed, composer from the Maldives

The final pieces in the performance were written by
two excellent composers, Lloyd Coleman, a pupil
from Chetham’s School of Music whose piece A
Country Scene and Progression represented the UK,
and Lliam Paterson whose wonderful little piece
Frigate Dancing was a response to the music and
culture of Kirbati.
Having introduced the whole concert at the outset,
Nicholas Oliver now became the pianist who
brought the whole event to an end. He played four
pieces in the second half ‐ Australia, New Zealand,
Trinidad, the UK and finally Kiribati.

Coincidentally, two pieces for Bangladesh were written at exactly the same time by Dr.
Anthony Gilbert (Chatka) and Edward Longstaff from The Purcell School! Both pieces are
exquisite, and they will be alternated in any future performances of the PIANORAMA.

After the performance
Members of the audience, performers and composers were treated to a delicious cream
tea after the performance, courtesy of the Royal Over‐Seas League. This naturally
generated a very positive atmosphere, a great deal of pleasant musical and social
interaction, intense musical discussion and a chance for musicians and audience to meet
one another and celebrate the occasion.

Ideas for future development of the PIANORAMA
The PIANORAMA has been an absolutely fascinating experiment, which in various ways
has proved extremely worthwhile for a large number of Commonwealth composers. It has
also created prestigious performing opportunities for groups of talented international
pianists, and has been informative and interesting for audiences.

The geographical spread and influence of the project, especially throughout the latter half
of 2009 and into the first few weeks of 2010 has been extraordinary! As well as the
excellent publicity received via ROSL Arts, the PIANORAMA has been featured and
publicised extensively throughout the Commonwealth. Some notable examples include
the Trinidad and Tobago Entertainment Company, EIN News, Facebook, SPRACHI, The
University of Trinidad and Tobago, Yahoo! Music, The Brunei News, CC&M News, The
University of Pretoria, Myspace.com, Online Business News, PR‐Inside.com, the CHOGM
2009 website, Music Recording PR News, Resonate Magazine from the Australian Music
Centre, RTB News, The Newsware Times, The Commonwealth Resounds! website,
YouTube, Malaysian Composers.com, Mauritius Radio, SBS Radio, SEGI College News
(Malaysia), Sibelius Music, Eco News Bot Canada), COSCAP (Barbados), Music News,
International Piano Magazine, Trak.in Business and Finance News, and many others too
numerous to mention.
Indigenous composers have promoted the project widely in their own countries and have
managed in several cases to feature themselves and the project on front pages and in the
headlines of their national press. Many of them have also discussed their involvement on
radio and TV.

A SCORE AND DVD OF THE COMMONWEALTH PIANORAMA?
We believe that there would be a great deal of international interest in a DVD and a score
of the 53 one‐minute PIANORAMA pieces and should like to try and secure sponsorship to
help bring this about.

FUTURE PERFORMANCES?
Now that the 53 pieces have been composed, they can be performed by different groups
of pianists in other venues. Alison Cox has the informative PowerPoint which is based
upon a format that can easily be adjusted to suit different occasions, pianists and
groupings of the pieces. The pieces themselves can be improved and refined – and
occasionally even replaced by more suitable – or more indigenous – examples.

A EUROPEAN PIANORAMA?

We are now excited about the possibility of creating a EUROPEAN PIANORAMA as a
development of this successful Commonwealth event.
Most of the European (and Eastern European) countries could produce excellent
composers and pianists and we think it would be really exciting and educational for them
all to hear each others’ national differences.
A very interesting possibility would be to run the PIANORAMA simultaneously in several
European TV centres, linking them up by satellite, with young pianists playing groups of
one‐minute pieces in each centre.
The European PIANORAMA could be a wonderful visually colourful musical event. It could
be a highly inclusive celebration of European talent and culture.
If anyone is interested in helping Alison Cox develop the EUROPEAN PIANORAMA please
contact her by email on tcr2011@btinternet.com or by mobile +44 7816 103194

THANK YOU VERY MUCH
To Roderick Lakin and the Royal Over‐Seas League
To the international composers and pianists involved
To all the supporters and volunteers
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